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G & EM: The Fundamental Physical Forces of Everyday Life. VI
1: Geometrical averages
The formulation of Faraday’s Law of electromagnetic induction that ended
the last handout employed a concept of algebraic averages over oriented
geometric objects. The notion of average, itself, was not defined there. I
relied on your intuitive grasp of the meaning of the word “average”. But in
the formulation of all the classically fundamental laws of electromagnetism
that will be presented shortly such geometric averages will occur repeatedly.
It is, therefore appropriate to spend a little time trying to make the concept
clearer and more familiar.
First of all, what does it mean to be an average of something with respect to
a geometrical measure? Suppose there is some geometrical object, G, which
is composed of disjoint “smaller” geometrical objects of the same kind, G1
and G2 .
G could be a curve composed of smaller curves, a surface composed of
smaller surfaces or a 3-dimensional region composed of smaller regions.
There may be many ways of imagining G to be broken up into G1 and G2 ,
and each of the smaller objects will be composed of still smaller objects of
the same kind.
These geometrical objects will usually have some quantitative measure, M,
associated with them that combines additively, i.e.
MG = MG1 + MG2 .
For curves the measure is length, for surfaces, area, and for regions, volume.
Now suppose some quantity, Q, is distributed over G. In other words, at
every point of G, Q takes on some value. Then the average of Q over G
with respect to M , <Q>G , is defined to satisfy the equation,
MG <Q>G = MG1 <Q>G1 + MG2 <Q>G2 .
“Some definition!” you might say. “You’re claiming to define an average on
the left hand side and you express it in terms of averages on the right hand
side.” “A bit circular that?” Well hang on, I’m not quite finished.
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If the maximum value that Q has anywhere on G is Qmax, G and the minimum
value is Qmin, G , then the average must also satisfy,
Qmin, G < <Q>G < Qmax, G .
And remember, these relationships must hold for any decomposable
geometrical object. By iterating the decomposition we break G down into
more and more, smaller and smaller objects over each of which Q varies less
and less and Qmax and Qmin are closer and closer together. If Q doesn’t vary
too wildly, this iterative process, carried far enough, will determine the value
of <Q>G , for any G, as precisely as you like (Fig. VI. 1).
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MG <Q>G = MG1 <Q>G1 + MG2 <Q>G2 ,
MG2 <Q>G2 = MG21 <Q>G21 + MG22 <Q>G22 ,
MG22 <Q>G22 = MG221 <Q>G221 + MG222 <Q>G222
Fig. VI. 1: Relations among averages for iterated decompositions of a
geometrical object
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The final word on these averages is that what I called an “algebraic average”
in the last handout is just an average in the present sense of a quantity
defined so that its algebraic sign depends on the relationship of a vector to
the orienting convention adopted for the geometrical object.
2: The fundamental laws of Electromagnetism
We are now in a position to state all the fundamental laws of classical
electromagnetism. You will probably never encounter them stated in quite
this way anywhere else. I have employed the concept of averaging in order
to maximize the use of your intuition in grasping these laws. The standard
expressions employ the language of integral and/or differential calculus*.
But never fear, nothing is lost in my idiosyncratic mode of expression. It
contains all the details. So here goes.
(1) GILBERT’S LAW: FOR AN ARBITRARY CLOSED SURFACE, S^,
ORIENTED SO THAT ITS OUTSIDE IS REGARDED AS POSITIVE
AND ITS INSIDE NEGATIVE, THE ALGEBRAIC AVERAGE, WITH
RESPECT TO SURFACE AREA, OF THE NORMAL COMPONENT OF
THE MAGNETIC FIELD, <BN>S^ , IS ZERO, i.e.,
AS^ <BN>S^ = 0 .
BN = 0

B

S^

BN < 0

B

BN > 0

Fig. VI. 2: Gilbert’s Law example with <BN>S^ = 0, as always
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Nobody calls this Gilbert’s Law! That designation is strictly my heretical
idiosyncracy. I call it that because of its connection with Gilbert’s
researches, even though it contradicts Gilbert in an important way.
The content of the zero value for the algebraic average of the magnitude of
the normal component of B for any closed surface is that magnetic poles do
not exist! The magnetic fields of permanent magnets outside the magnet are
well approximated by the superposition of 1 / d 2 fields from hypothetical
pairs of opposite magnetic poles inside the magnets. But when one examines
in detail the magnetic fields inside the magnets and the magnetic fields
generated by currents one never finds magnetic poles. If the poles did exist
then the magnetic fields inside magnets would look, qualitatively, like the
electric field in the top picture of Fig. V. 3 from the previous handout, with
the positive charge replaced by an N pole and the negative charge replaced
by an S pole. Instead the magnetic field inside a magnet looks, qualitatively,
like the field of the solenoid of Fig. V. 5 from the previous handout.
(2) GAUSS’ LAW: FOR AN ARBITRARY CLOSED SURFACE, S^,
ORIENTED SO THAT ITS OUTSIDE IS REGARDED POSITIVE AND
ITS INSIDE NEGATIVE, THE ALGEBRAIC AVERAGE OF THE
NORMAL COMPONENT OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD SATISFIES,
AS^ <EN>S^ = 4π k QS ,
WHERE QS IS THE TOTAL ELECTRIC CHARGE LOCATED INSIDE
THE SURFACE, S (Fig. VI. 3).
This law is equivalent to the electric field properties following from
Coulomb’s Law but is more useful when dealing with a variety of
distributed charges. It is called Gauss’ Law after Carl Friedrich Gauss,
possibly the greatest of all 19th century mathematicians, who, among many
other achievements, proved theorems enabling one to derive the above
statement from Coulomb’s Law. When relativity theory modified Coulomb’s
Law for rapidly moving charges, Gauss’ Law survived intact.
To see the connection with Coulomb’s Law note that if the surface is a
sphere of radius, r, and the entire field is just due to a point charge, q, at the
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center of the sphere, the spherical symmetry of the situation guarantees that
<EN>S^ = EN = E and we have, since 4π r 2 is the surface area of a sphere,
EN = 0
E

S^
E
QS > 0

EN < 0

EN > 0

Fig. VI. 3: Gauss’ Law example with both <EN>S^ and QS^ > 0
4π r 2 E = 4π k q

or

E=kq/r2 .

It also results from Gauss’ Law that if a closed conducting surface is placed
in an external electric field, a charge separation and redistribution will occur
on the surface so as to shield the inside from the external field. It was
observationally known that this happened and that knowledge contributed to
the development of Gauss’ formulation (Fig. VI. 4).
Even with some holes in the surface significant partial shielding can occur.
This is why passengers inside cars and planes are rarely affected by the
electrostatic disturbances from storms. Even if the external field is strong
enough to produce electrical discharge (lightning) the conducting surface
can protect the interior.
Finally we note that if an electric field that has the same magnitude and
direction everywhere (a so-called uniform field) is added to any electric
field, the addition will make no contribution to Gauss’ Law. The reason is
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that for any uniform field the algebraic average over any closed surface,
whatsoever, equals zero!

E

E=0
E

σ>0

σ> 0

Fig. VI. 4: Closed conducting surface shielding interior from external
electric field. σ denotes the induced surface charge density.
For convenience I will restate (a little more clearly) Faraday’s Law here.
(3) FARADAY’S LAW: FOR ANY RIGHT HAND ORIENTED PAIR OF
SURFACE, S^, OF AREA, A, AND BOUNDARY CURVE, C^, OF
LENGTH, L, WE HAVE
L <ET>C^ = – A [ rate of change of <BN>S^ ] .
It is interesting to note the existence of a consistency check between
Faraday’s Law and what I have called Gilbert’s Law. If we consider closing
the surface, S^, in the Faraday Law by shrinking the boundary curve, C^, to
zero length (Fig. VI. 5), we obtain the result that for a closed surface,
0 = rate of change of <BN>S^ .
This means that <BN>S^ = constant for closed surfaces. Gilbert’s Law then
tells us that the constant is zero.
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B with BN > 0,
decreasing
E with ET < 0
S^

C^

E with ET > 0

Fig. VI. 5: Faraday Law example with right hand oriented surface-boundary
combination, S^, C^, for which <BN> > 0 and decreasing and <ET> > 0.
Finally we come to the seminal contribution of James Clerk Maxwell,
(4) THE AMPERE – MAXWELL LAW: FOR ANY RIGHT HAND
ORIENTED PAIR OF SURFACE, S^, OF AREA, A, AND BOUNDARY
CURVE, C^, OF LENGTH, L, WE HAVE,
L <BT>C^ = 2π k’ IS^ + ( k’/ 2k ) A [ rate of change of <EN>S^ ] ,
where k’ is the constant of proportionality referred to in our statement of
Ampere’s Rule in the previous handout.
The surprising feature of this last Law is the appearance of the rate of
change of the electric field term on the right hand side. If this is supposed to
be the general version of Ampere’s Rule for the magnetic field generated by
currents, where did that term come from?! Well, it came from Maxwell’s
recognizing that without it the equation prohibits the accumulation of charge
ever occurring anywhere.
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E with EN > 0,
increasing

I with IS^ < 0

B with BT < 0
S^

C^
B with BT > 0

Fig. VI. 6: Ampere-Maxwell Law example with right hand oriented
surface-boundary combination, S^, C^, for which <EN>S^ > 0 and increasing,
<BT>C^ > 0 and IS^ < 0 and
To see that, consider the case in which the surface, S^, is closed by shrinking
the boundary curve, C^, to zero length (Fig. VI. 6). In that case the left hand
side of the Ampere-Maxwell Law equals zero and, from Gauss’ Law, we can
make the replacement in the second term on the right hand side,
A [ rate of change of <EN>S^ ] = 4π k [ rate of change of QS^ ] .
Making this replacement and canceling out the common factor, 2π k’, we get
0 = IS^ + [ rate of change of QS^ ] ,
which could be called Franklin’s Law because it expresses the local
conservation of charge: the net current flowing out of a closed surface plus
the rate of change of the total charge inside the surface must equal zero.
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But if the second term on the right hand side of the Ampere-Maxwell Law
wasn’t present we would just have obtained, 0 = IS^ for closed surfaces,
clearly violated by the most common observations of charge accumulation.
All of these Laws taken together, especially their expression via equations,
are called Maxwell’s Equations for the Electromagnetic Field. In the
textbooks they look quite different. But the content is exactly as we’ve
presented them here. They are called “Maxwell’s Equations” both because
Maxwell was the first to gather all these Laws together and express them so
concisely, and because he was the first to notice the need to modify
Ampere’s results for consistency and because he recognized that that
modification implied the existence of electromagnetic waves!
3: Electromagnetic Waves
To get a hint that wave propagation within electric and magnetic fields
might be possible, lets consider that ratio, ( k’ / 2k ) that appears in the
Ampere – Maxwell Law. Remember that k first appears in Coulomb’s Law
where we find
F12 = k q1q2 / d12 2 ,
for the force magnitude between two point charges. So k has the character
( the physical dimensions ) of a [force x (distance) 2 / (charge) 2 ]. From
Ampere’s Rule in the previous handout we infer
f12 = k’ I1 I2 / d12 ,
for the force magnitude per unit length between two long, straight, current
carrying conductors. Consequently, k’ has the physical dimensions of a
[(force / distance) x (distance) / (current) 2 ] = [force / (current) 2 ]. But then
the physical dimension of 2k / k’ is given by
[ 2k / k’ ] ~ [force x (distance) 2 / (charge) 2 ] / [force / (current) 2 ]
= [ (distance) 2 x (current) 2 / (charge) 2 ]
= [ (distance) 2 x (charge / time) 2 / (charge) 2 ] = (distance / time) 2 ,
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the square of a speed! Furthermore, the values of k and k’ being known, at
least roughly, by Maxwell’s time, one could calculate the speed. It turned
out to be very close to the rough value then known for the speed of light, i.e.,
~ 186,000 mi / sec ! This suggested, and – upon showing that Maxwell’s
equations do, indeed, predict electromagnetic waves of this speed – Maxwell
conjectured that light was, in fact, an electromagnetic wave phenomena.
What do these waves “look like” (Fig. VI. 7)? Imagine a vertical wire with
alternating current flowing up and down the wire. In the immediate vicinity
of the wire Ampere’s Law tells us a cylindrical magnetic field will encircle
the wire reversing direction alternately as the current does. From Faraday’s
Law this changing magnetic field will induce an alternating vertical electric
field, which, in turn, in accordance with the Ampere – Maxwell Law, will
induce a further alternating, cylindrical magnetic field, all propagating away
from the wire at the speed of light.

Fig. VI. 7: Electromagnetic waves moving away from a vertical alternating
current
By Maxwell’s time the scientific community was already convinced that
light was a wave phenomena. The question was – what was waving? To be
told that it was electric and magnetic fields that were waving was not all that
satisfying. It wasn’t that one doubted that the electric and magnetic fields
were involved. The puzzle was – just what kind of things were these waving
fields! They weren’t matter. They weren’t even forces. They were sort of
“potential” forces. An electric field could become or produce a force if it
found a charge to act on. A magnetic field could become or produce a force
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if it found a current to act on. But in empty space devoid of charges and
currents these fields seemed like disembodied forces. But light clearly
traveled through empty space from the stars to us – and carried energy in the
process to boot! How could these fields carry energy? That was the province
of matter. Only matter could support or contain or carry or transport energy.
The fields must represent some properties of an all pervasive material
medium – the so-called Luminiferous Ether. But everything people new
about wave propagation in matter told them that to propagate a transverse
wave at the speed of light the Luminiferous Ether would have to be stiffer
than steel! But if that were the case, how could the Earth and other planets
move through it without any noticeable resistance?
These questions were never resolved. Instead, with the appearance of
Einstein’s theory of Special Relativity in 1905, the electromagnetic field, as
a new mode of physical existence that could stand alone alongside matter
without requiring a material underpinning, came to be accepted.
The first waves to be unequivocally generated by electromagnetic means
were not light waves but closer to what we would now call radio waves. This
was done by Heinrich Hertz in 1887. Since that time ever widening ranges
of wavelength and frequency of electromagnetic waves have been detected
and explored. The entire known range is called the electromagnetic
spectrum and is displayed in Fig. VI. 8. The slowest oscillating, longest EM
waves we know are Long Radio Waves with the time intervals between
peaks of electromagnetic field intensity at a fixed location lasting a
hundredth of a second and the distance between consecutive peaks being a
thousand kilometers. Radio waves extend down to Short Wave Radio waves
that oscillate a trillion times a second with wave peaks separated by a
hundredth of a centimeter. As with all sinusoidal waves of whatever nature,
their frequency, f, wavelength, λ, and speed, v, are related by,
fλ=v
The electromagnetic waves that excite our retinas and, therefore, constitute
light, comprise a narrow band with oscillation frequencies of just under a
thousand trillion cycles per second and wavelengths between about one
micron (red) to about several tenths of a micron (violet).
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Fig. VI. 8: The Electromagnetic Spectrum, from thousand kilometer long
radio waves to milli-angstrom short gamma rays
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Beyond visible EM waves we enter the realm of the Ultra Violet, X-Rays
and Gamma Rays where the adequacy of the classical wave picture becomes
more and more limited and a quantum description in terms of photons is
required. Long Radio Waves contain photons also, but the energy content of
such individual photons (so-called soft photons) is so tiny it is only their
aggregate wave like behavior that is easily detected. By contrast the photons
of X-Rays and Gamma Rays (hard photons) are quite energetic and are
individually more noticeable.
4: Resonant circuits
We push buttons or turn dials on our radios to pick up different stations. We
push buttons on ‘remotes’ to select TV channels. We touch, in appropriate
ways, the screens of our smart phones to bring up different websites from
the internet. Clearly the signals carrying the information from all those
different sources are ‘out there’ essentially all the time, and we simply
access them. But how does that work?!
The details are complex and subtle and sophisticated and, sometimes,
guarded as secrets by competitive businesses. But a basic feature, common
to all such instances, is pretty simple. It is the phenomena of the resonant
circuit!
Almost always and everywhere, at least near urban areas, the space around
us is filled with endless varieties of electromagnetic waves upon which have
been encoded various information contents. The waves have varied definite
frequencies and the information is usually encoded on them either by a
coded modification in time of the amplitude of the wave (AM) or a slight
coded modification in time of the frequency of the wave (FM).
Now consider the circuit in Fig. VI. 9. Called a simple LCR circuit, because
it consists of an inductor coil of inductance, L, a capacitor of capacitance, C,
and a resistor of resistance, R, in series. The open antenna ends of the circuit
are exposed to ALL the ambient electromagnetic waves in the vicinity which
are ‘trying’ to generate oscillating currents in the circuit at ‘their’ frequency.
But, as a consequence of the way in which each part of the circuit divides up
the voltage difference across the antenna leads,
L(rate of change of current) + R (current) – (charge)/C = voltage ,
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L,

VE

VL = L dI / dt

antennae

C,

R,

VC = – Q / C

VR = I R

Fig. VI. 9: Simple LCR circuit exposed to external oscillating voltage, VE .
Voltage changes across the circuit elements are indicated.
The circuit responds very differently to different oscillation frequencies.
It’s somewhat analogous to pushing a child on a swing with the capacitor
charge, Q, playing the role of the horizontal displacement of the swing while
the current, I, is the horizontal velocity and dI / dt , the acceleration. L is the
child’s mass, 1 / C is the child’s weight divided by the length of the swing
and R is the coefficient of resistance due to the air. To get a good swing one
must push at the natural frequency of the swing.
The natural frequency of the circuit is (1 / √LC ) and if R / 2L << 1 / √LC
then the frequency range for significant response from the circuit is between,
(1 / √LC ) – (R / 2L) and (1 / √LC ) + (R / 2L).
When we push those remote buttons or turn those dials we are changing the
values of the effective L, C and R parameters of the circuits of the devices
and thereby changing the responsiveness of the devices to EM waves of
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various frequencies. Once the device is responding preferentially to the right
frequency, then more sophisticated aspects of the circuitry can extract,
amplify and display the relevant information.
5: Atoms and Molecules
Contemporaneous with the discovery of quantum mechanics during the
first quarter of the 20th century, the qualitative and semi-quantitative
structure of atoms came to be understood. Since that time the development
of ever more sophisticated measuring and calculating techniques within the
quantum mechanical approach have been steadily improving our quantitative
grasp of atomic structure.
All atoms consist of a, comparatively, very tiny and very massive center, or
nucleus surrounded by a much larger and less massive cloud of electrons.
Even if there’s only one electron present, it acts very much like a cloud and
not like a point particle. It is completely impossible to understand this
behavior and how the electron clouds can remain in highly stable
arrangements in the vicinity of nuclei without using quantum mechanics.
Consequently, in this course, I can only describe what they do and cannot
explain it.
The electrons are negatively charged, electrically, and they spin on an axis
as well. Associated with that spinning is the fact that they behave like small
bar magnets. The magnetic properties of iron are primarily due to that
spinning magnetism of electrons. But the dominant features of atomic and
molecular structure are due mostly to the negative charge of the electrons.
This is because the nuclei of atoms are positively charged and so there is a
Coulomb attraction between electrons and nuclei. Classically, however, the
attracted electrons would accelerate towards the nuclei, radiating
electromagnetic energy as they spiraled into a collision with the nuclei.
Quantum mechanically, this is prevented from happening by fundamental
principles such as the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle and the Pauli
Exclusion Principle . Those fundamental principles have, to date, no
explanation whatsoever! That’s why they’re called fundamental.
The nuclei are composed of protons and neutrons, each of which are about
1840 times more massive than electrons. The protons are positively charged,
with the same magnitude of charge as electrons, and the neutrons are
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uncharged. Protons and neutrons also spin and behave like bar magnets but
their spin and magnetism isn’t important for atomic and molecular structure.
When atoms are alone they usually manage to “capture” just enough
electrons to neutralize the positive charge of the nucleus. That means the
same number of electrons in the cloud as there are protons in the nucleus.
This number is called the atomic number of the atom. The atomic numbers
of hydrogen, helium, lithium, beryllium, boron, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen
atoms are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively.
When atoms are near other atoms one or more electrons can be dislodged
from or added to or shared between otherwise neutral atoms. The ease with
which such things happen depend on the type of atoms involved and the
surrounding circumstances, such as temperature which measures how
vigorously the atoms are moving. When electrons are dislodged or added to
atoms, so that the atoms are no longer electrically neutral, the atoms are
called Ions. Coulomb attractions and repulsions hold between such atoms.
Molecules that are formed this way are said to be held together by ionic
bonds. When atoms share electrons the negative electron cloud tends to
concentrate between the nuclei providing an attraction for both nuclei
towards each other. A molecule formed this way with two shared electrons
is said to be held together by a covalent bond. Most molecular bonding
involves a mixture of both these mechanisms.
The naturally occurring hydrogen and nitrogen molecules, H2 and N2,
consisting of two atoms each, are held together by covalent bonds. One pair
of shared electrons for H2 (Fig. VI. 10) and three pair for N2. A molecule of

0.74 Å
Fig. VI. 10: Charge distribution of the shared electrons between two protons
in the Hydrogen molecule
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table salt, sodium chloride, Na+ Cl –, is held together by an ionic bond. A
water molecule, H+2 O – – , is held together by a mixture of covalent and
ionic bonding. The oxygen molecule, O2, is a bit odd, being held together by
one covalent bond and two bonds in each of which three electrons are shared
between the atoms.
Metals in the solid state are composed of atoms in which the bonding
involves electrons shared by large numbers of atoms as well as electrons
shared by nearby atoms. This produces both strong bonding, which tends to
make metals rather dense, and electrical conductivity due to the mobility of
the electrons that are not associated with individual atoms.
Quite generally, the strength and structural stability of solid materials, the
density and viscosity of liquids and the pressure of gasses, not to mention
the chemical reactivity of all substances is due to the electron structure of the
outer regions of their atoms and molecules and the electric and (to a lesser
degree) magnetic forces between them.
Of special interest and importance is the electric dipole structure of the water
molecule, H +2 O – – . The bonds between the hydrogen atoms and the
oxygen atom are about 67% covalent and 33% ionic. The effective
separation of charge between the oxygen and hydrogen atoms (Fig. VI. 11)
~ 2.5 Å

O− −
~ 1.0 Å

H+

H+

~ 104 0
Fig. VI. 11: The structure of the water molecule
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coupled with the lengths of and angle between the bonds results in the
molecule being surrounded by an unusually strong electrostatic field.
These fields, accompanying each water molecule, have much to do with the
capacity of water to dissolve so many substances. When ionic molecules are
placed in water, the electric field of the water molecule undermines the
electrical attraction between the positive and negative ions and they
dissociate more easily.
Finally, it is this electrical structure of the water molecule that also results in
the surface tension of water permitting lightweight insects to walk on water
(Fig. VI. 12) and the normal form of solid water, ice, having the water
molecules less close together, on average, than the liquid form; as a happy
result of which, ice floats!

Fig. VI. 12: Insect supported by the surface tension of water due to the
electrostatic forces between water molecules
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We’ve just scratched the surface (no pun intended), but clearly the EM
forces of nature, along with gravity, dominate the physical phenomena of
everyday life!
6: The Nucleus
I said earlier that the tiny nucleus of an atom contains almost all the mass of
the atom and, usually, just as many positively charged protons as there are
negative electrons in the large electron cloud around the nucleus. Besides the
protons, there are usually about the same number of equally massive but
electrically neutral neutrons in the nucleus.
The gravitational phenomena that we discussed in the first three classes of
this course depend upon those nuclei, since that’s where “all” the mass is
located. The rest of the physical phenomena of everyday life involve
electromagnetic forces, and depend only on the electron clouds around the
nuclei.
But what holds the nuclei together?! Why don’t those positive protons repel
each other via Coulomb’s Law? And violently so, since they’re so close
together? Is it the gravitational attraction among the protons and neutrons
that keeps the nuclei intact?
No way!! The gravitational forces in the nucleus are completely innocuous.
The nuclei are held together by a completely different force altogether, the
nuclear force, or, as it is sometimes unimaginatively called, the strong
force. We never notice nuclear forces in everyday life because they are of
such short range that they can only act on objects as close together as
protons and neutrons inside a nucleus. And they never affect electrons or
photons.
When the bonds inside nuclei formed by nuclear forces are broken or
rearranged, we can liberate nuclear energy, a topic for another course.
Appendix: Fleming’s electromagnetic elevator and hot plate:
This is to clarify some of the discussion that came up the last time I taught
this class. If you ever see an elevator and hot plate designed this way, avoid
them! But their simplicity lends them to classroom discussion.
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A hefty, horizontal, conducting rod has its opposite ends in contact with
conducting strips in vertical tracks that allow the rod to ascend or descend
while always remaining horizontal (Fig. VI. A). The bottom of one of the
strips is connected to a battery terminal and to a hot plate via two different
wires. The bottom of the other strip is connected to a three-way switch,
which either connects to the other battery terminal (as shown), or to the hot
plate, or is open.

landing
L

B

B
v

hot plate, R’
cage

M

I

V
switch
R
Fig. VI. A: Electromagnetic elevator and hot plate with battery of voltage,
V, driving current, I, through resistance, R, causing magnetic field, B, to lift
bar and cage of mass, M, with velocity, v, to landing. Upon changing switch,
the weight, Mg, of cage pulls bar down through the field inducing current
through hot plate resistance, R’.
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Suspended from the rod is a wooden cage that can hold objects, maybe even
a person or two. The rod, cage and tracks are located within a strong
horizontal magnetic field, perpendicular to the rod.
With the switch in the position shown, the battery sends an initial current,
I0 = V / ( R + r ) , through the rod, where r is the resistance of the rod and R
is the resistance of the battery circuit. The magnetic field, via the right hand
rule, then exerts an upwards force, of magnitude, I0BL, on the rod, which, if
greater than the weight, Mg, of the cage, results in the rod and cage
accelerating upwards. The rod is acting as an electric motor.
As the upward speed, v, increases, the vertical motion of the negatively
charged electrons in the rod results, again via the right hand rule, in a
magnetic force on the electrons in the direction opposite to that in which the
battery pushes the electrons. This is the back reaction of the field on the
current and it decreases the current. The elevator will continue to accelerate
upwards, albeit at decreasing values of acceleration, as the decreasing
current, I, results in a resultant upwards magnetic force on the rod,
IBL – Mg, that drops closer and closer to zero.
As the elevator approaches the landing, the operator opens the switch and
the elevator slows to a momentary stop. The passengers jump off and new
ones jump on (with the same mass, M) as the elevator starts to fall. The
operator then switches to the hot plate circuit.
This results in the magnetic field forcing a current through the rod and the
hot plate resistance, R’, thereby heating the plate. The rod is now acting as
an electric generator.
The current is in the same direction as the battery produced before since now
the rod is falling. That horizontal current, again, is subject to a vertical
upwards magnetic force. But now, since the current increases with the
downward speed, so does the upward magnetic force, thereby decreasing the
downward acceleration. As in the ascent, the descending elevator approaches
an asymptotic constant speed of descent as the current heats the plate.
For those who would like to examine the relevant mathematics, the
equations that govern the ascent are,
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Ma=IBL–Mg,
for the acceleration, a, of the rod,
V–IR=EL,
for the electric field, E, in the rod, and
Ir=(E–vB)L,
for the current, I, in the rod, where r is the resistance of the rod. Eliminating
I and E from these equations, we find the asymptotic speed of ascent
(with a = 0) to be
vfinal = ( V / B L ) – [ M g ( R + r ) / ( B L ) 2 ] .
The asymptotic current is, Ifinal = M g / B L , and vanishes if there is no
load, M = 0.
For the descent we have (now taking a and v as positive downwards),
Ma=Mg– IBL,
and
I ( r + R’ ) = v B L .
This leads to an asymptotic descent speed of
vfinal = M g ( R’ + r ) / ( B L ) 2 ,
and an asymptotic current, again, of Ifinal = M g / B L .

